News Release
Nexia TS & Dedoco Collaborate to Establish
Blockchain-Based Electronic Signatures

Singapore, 17 July 2020 – Nexia TS and Dedoco have signed a Memorandum of Collaboration (MOC)
to formalize a mutual framework for cooperation in the digital signature domain, which will see close
partnership in the areas of information development, capabilities sharing and business development.

Under the MOC, Dedoco is the Digital Signing partner for Nexia TS group and will oversee the
development of the NTSign. The NTSign will register a decentralised audit trail of the signing evidence
with blockchain technology. Digital documents are not stored by an external platform in this process,
ensuring that it only goes into the hands of the relevant parties. With this technology in place, it gives
organisations the confidence of carrying out secure transactions in the digital world.

The MOC was signed on 1 June 2020 by Mr. Henry Tan, Group CEO and Chief Innovation Officer, Nexia
TS and Dr. Ernie Teo, Co-Founder, Dedoco.

Mr. Henry Tan Group CEO and Chief Innovation Officer, Nexia TS said, “The COVID-19 pandemic has
ushered in a new digital economy. Digitalization and data security are now every companies’ strategic
priority. With NTSign, companies can expect faster turnaround, stronger and more enforceable
contracts than the average paper-based transactions that can be easily forged.”

Dr. Ernie Teo, Co-Founder, Dedoco, “Dedoco is excited to partner with Nexia TS to bring next
generation business tools to their clients. Our aim is to streamline business processes and drive true
digitisation, allowing organisations to transact efficiently and safely in the digital world.”

About Nexia TS:
Founded in 1993, Nexia TS today is recognised as an established mid-tier local accounting firm.
Headquartered in Singapore, the firm has strong presence in various countries across the region. Nexia
TS Shanghai is a one-stop centre providing advisory services for foreign-invested enterprises in China.
NTS Malaysia and NTS Myanmar provide a full suite of corporate advisory services for clientele with
operations and new foreign investments in the respective countries. Being an independent member
firm of Nexia International also means that we have more than 32,000 staff serving clients at 727
offices in 122 countries. It is ranked as the top 10 largest international accounting and consulting
network. For more information, please visit www.nexiats.com.sg.

About Dedoco
Dedoco is a decentralized, digital signing and document solution. Our solution is built with the aim of
improving efficiency and compliance, whilst ensuring document security and enhanced privacy.
Dedoco aims to help enterprises digitize documents and signing with an easy-to-use SaaS that can be
adopted across all industries. For more information, please visit www.dedoco.com.
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